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Creative Native American Beading
Theresa Flores Geary 2009 The 19
highlighted jewellery and accessory
projects include a Huichol Lace Sun
Catcher and a Ladder Chain Bracelet
(perfect for beginners) along with
advanced-level projects like the
Waterbird Pendant and Sun Rosette
Medallion.
Making Designer Seed Bead, Stone, and
Crystal Jewelry
Cube Bead Stitching Virginia Jensen
2012-11-19 Making jewelry with cube
beads requires no special training or
classes. This book explains it all.
With clear instructions and hundreds
of color photographs, expert Virginia
Jensen shows how to make stunning
jewelry using many of the most
popular off-loom stitches. Chapters
are divided by project type,
including bracelets, earrings,
necklaces, rings, and decorative
items. Beginners learn the
fundamentals of many popular stitches
as they create the projects, while
more experienced crafters enjoy the
challenge of weaving an uncommon
shape into a knockout piece.
Cool Jewels Naomi Fujimoto 2012-11-19
Designing and making jewelry is so
much fun, teenagers can’t get enough
of it. Cool Jewels: Beading Projects
for Teens not only gives the lowdown
on tools, techniques, beads, and
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findings, it also presents 35
irresistible step-by-step projects
sure to get teens hooked on the
hobby.
Amber Rays Earrings Beading & Jewelry
Making Tutorial Sky Aldovino
2016-05-03 I love the sun, especially
the rays I see every morning. It
makes my day bright, happy and alive.
So did when I created this bezeled
earrings. I wanted to make a pair of
earrings that will mimic the sun
rays. In creating the earrings you
need a basic knowledge of Peyote
Stitch and Right Angle Weave. All
throughout the tutorial you'll
incorporate these 2 beading
techniques. You'll also learn how to
make covers that you can use to cover
your ear posts. You can apply the
simple beading technique on all
beaded dangling earrings you'd like
to create. The tutorial is catered
for intermediate and advance
students. It has in-depth
instructions and ultra-clear, closeup photos at each step. Additionally,
you can ask me question you have on
the tutorial. No more getting stuck
and frustrated on a confusing or just
plain inaccurate pattern.
Diane Fitzgerald's Shaped Beadwork
Diane Fitzgerald 2009 Provides
instructions for creating a variety
of two- and three-dimensional
beadwork jewelry pieces.
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Beadweaving Brilliance 2 Kumiko
Mizuno Ito 2008 In her follow-up to
last fall's well-received Beadweaving
Brilliance, Kumiko Mizuno Ito shows
crafters how to make more colorful
and unique beaded pieces using offloom techniques. Readers will learn a
variety of stitches that will enable
them to weave beads into flat fabric
or 3-dimensional objects with a
single needle and thread. And even
though the finished projects may look
complicated, each piece is simple
enough for a beginner to complete in
only one to two hours. The first two
sections of Beadweaving Brilliance 2
include detailed, step-by-step
directions for making rings,
necklaces, bracelets, lariattas,
earrings, chokers, brooches, eyeglass
chains and straps using the different
stitches (peyote, spiral rope, daisy
chain, herringbone, brick, right
angle, etc.). A third section serves
as an Inspiration Gallery, in which
vibrant full-color photographs
showcase masterpieces by the author
and other bead artists. The book
concludes with a guide to tools and
materials, fundamental techniques and
a directory of basic stitches.
Enjoyable and satisfying, the
projects in Beadweaving Brilliance 2
will let readers express their
individuality and create gorgeous
beaded ornaments for themselves or
for special friends, family and loved
ones.
Beaded Chains & Ropes Karin Van
Voorhees 2015-03-16 Beaded Chains &
Ropes presents many ideas for making
25+ sturdy, pretty chains and ropes.
Using popular stitches such as
tubular herringbone, spiral rope,
bead crochet, kumihimo, right-angle
weave, and more, stitchers are sure
to find the designs they are looking
for! This book is for anyone who
wants to use their favorite seed
beads to create a classic chain,
loves to stitch fabulous beveled
pendants, or is looking for a way to
display their favorite focal beads in
an attractive, handmade way. Also,
you aren’t going to want to miss this
collection of projects featuring your
favorite designers including Jill
Wiseman, Anna Elizabeth Draeger, Beth
Stone, Carolyn Cave, Rebecca Combs,
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and many more. This is the perfect
collection that makes it easy to find
any chain or rope you want to make,
all in one place.
The Big Book of Beading Patterns
Editors of Bead&Button Magazine
2012-08-29 The Big Book of Beading
Patterns is the go-to compendium of
patterns for all types of stitchers.
Many pattern books focus solely on
loomwork, but this book also includes
popular stitches like peyote, brick,
and square stitch in addition to
loomwork. The gorgeous patterns here
can be used to make beaded bracelets,
amulets, tapestries, and more.
Patterns are divided into chapters by
topics like animals, flowers,
holidays, and more. The best of
Bead&Button’s patterns are showcased
in this exciting compilation.
Stitching with Two-Hole Shaped Beads
Virginia Jensen 2015-02-03 Stitching
with Two-Hole Shaped Beads gives
jewelry makers new ideas for using
popular two-hole beads. Stitchers
will learn how to use squares, Tilas,
SuperDuos, rullas, bricks, disks, and
more to create over 25 beautiful,
geometric projects. These gorgeous
bracelets, earrings, and collars are
made with five stitches including
herringbone, peyote, square stitch,
right-angle weave, and Virginia’s
unique new stitch, the 'cluster
stitch'. As always, Virginia’s clear
illustrations and instructions help
all beaders understand and execute
each piece with success.
Creating Glamorous Jewelry with
Swarovski Elements Jean Campbell
2010-11-01 Creating Glamorous Jewelry
with Swarovski Elements presents a
collection of modern reproductions of
classic Hollywood glitz, worn by the
dazzling starlets of the big screen,
including Marlene Dietrich, Katherine
Hepburn, and Marilyn Monroe. All 20
sparkling jewelry pieces are made
with the internationally popular
Swarovski products, including the
newest items in their line of crystal
beads and stones. Detailed
instructions and illustrations take
you step-by-step through the creation
of each piece. Whether dressed up or
dressed down, these statement pieces
will be fun to wear and become
stunning, heirloom-quality additions
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to your jewelry collection.
Jewelry Designs with CzechMates Beads
Anna Elizabeth Draeger 2017-06-19
Jewelry makers are hungry for
projects using the new CzechMates
Dimensional Beading system,
innovative materials that are
designed to work together as building
blocks for making jewelry. Popular
designer, teach, and author Anna
Elizabeth Draeger offers 20+ projects
and variations in Jewelry Designs
with CzechMates Multi-Hole Beads, the
only project book on the market that
offers projects exclusively for these
beads. Using lentils, daggers, tiles,
bricks, triangles, and quads, Anna
leads beaders through the use of
these beads in lovely, accessible
projects for each individual shape,
then combines them in the book's
final chapter, along with seed beads,
pearls, and crystals. Offering
uniform hole spacing and size,
CzechMates are an ideal foundation
for 3-dimensional designs that won't
bunch, warp, or pucker. Beginners
eager to try the CzechMates
Dimensional Beading System will
succeed quickly thanks to Anna's
easy-to-follow instructions. Jewelry
makers familiar with Anna's style
will delight in her latest creations!
Crystal Brilliance Anna Draeger
2013-03-20 Crystal Brilliance
delivers a collection of over 30
beautiful, creative projects that
showcase the brilliance and hues of
Swarovski crystals, along with
inspiring variations on each. The
projects feature gorgeous colorways
and innovative variations on basic
stitches. Pulished in association
with Swarovski Elements, the book is
filled with stylish and innovative
ways to use the Swarovski product
line. These truly are elegant,
wearable jewelry designs.
The Pattern Companion Ann Benson 2004
Beads on cross-stitched treasures;
dripping from tassels, braids, and
fringes; and elegantly woven with or
without a loom: these patterns and
pages present so many different ways
to enjoy the lovely art of beading.
Here are the very best examples of
this attractive and sophisticated
craft, from jewelry to home
accessories. Find out how to weave a
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Southwest Tube Necklace with
turquoise drops and bugle beads, and
a Loomed Mandarin Lamp Shade crafted
from 6 beaded panels. Make an elegant
silvery Opera Purse lined with
Japanese kimono silk, a richly
textured Antique Borders sampler, and
painted and distressed wooden tassel
molds. Beaders will find everything
they need to create one-of-a-kind
designs.
Artistic Seed Bead Jewelry Maggie
Roschyk 2012-08-29 Experienced seed
bead artist and Bead&Button
contributing editor Maggie Roschyk
gives friendly advice on topics like
choosing bead colors and finishes,
how to “audition” beads, and deciding
which stitch to use to achieve a
desired effect as they create
necklaces, earrings and bracelets.
Using rich cultural imagery from
around the world as a teaching tool,
Maggie Roschyk examines how decisions
about bead color combinations,
texture, and finish affect the
finished work as she helps readers
think like designers.
Peyote Stitch Beading Projects 2005
Beginning with a simple lariat made
with a flat strip of peyote, Peyote
Stitch Beading Projects includes
projects and techniques for beaders
of all levels, even absolute
beginners. With more than 25 of the
best peyote projects from Bead&Button
magazine, this book has something for
every taste. Step-by-step
instructions, illustrations, and
photos guide readers through a wide
variety of peyote techniques,
including 2- and 3-drop, ruffled, and
spiral peyote. Directions for
bracelets, necklaces, pins, purses,
and home decor objects fill this
inspiring volume.
Sabine Lippert's Beadwork Evolution
Sabine Lippert 2014-11-04 The
physician-turned craft designer and
author of Sabine Lippert's Beaded
Fantasies provides a photographed
collection of beading projects
designed to advance creative skills
with variations on popular stitches.
Original.
Beading Across America Sherry
Serafini 2012-08-29 In this beautiful
celebration of national bead artisans
and their native regions, readers
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will gain a perspective on how
artists’ locations can influence
their work. Beaders of all skill
levels will enjoy the stories behind
the artists and this expansive
collection of 30 unique projects
presented by some of the top names in
the hobby including Sherri Serafini,
Amy Katz, and Paulette Baron. Each
artist presents a piece, tells the
story behind it, and offers how-to
instructions. Projects are
inspirational for anyone who loves
beading.
Fast Peyote Stitch Jewelry Josie
Fabre 2016-01-18 Designer Josie Fabre
has developed a new technique that
allows for much quicker creation of
the Peyote stitch. This is often the
first stitch learned by beginning
stitchers and is extremely timeconsuming. By using a technique she
developed, combined with her own,
original, multi-drop, even-count,
flat peyote patterns she has
simplified the process. Keeping
beginners in mind the book has 25+
beautiful projects designed with a
minimum of colors in each pattern to
making the patterns easier to follow
and faster to create. Her inspired
bracelet patterns range from the
traditional wide to slim width, some
include clean edging, some are
finished with a stitched toggle
clasp, and others use a double clasp.
While bracelets are the main jewelry
piece created in peyote stitch, Josie
has also added necklaces and earrings
to her mix in this book.
Create Jewelry: Crystals Marlene
Blessing 2013-03-15 With projects
ranging in difficulty from easy
stringing pieces to more challenging
seed bead weaving designs, this
guidebook provides 20 stunning
crystal designs with expert
instructions. Explaining details on
the basics of crystal crafting while
revealing entertaining tidbits about
this specialty bead, crystal jewelry
projects are presented for any type
of fashion, from classic looks and
special occasion pieces to trendy,
fashion forward designs. With a
variety of glamorous projects-including a rich paisley brooch, a
violet and topaz tapestry bracelet,
or a midnight blue multistrand
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necklace for day or evening--crystal
lovers will delight in this crafter's
companion.
Teach Yourself VISUALLY Jewelry
Making and Beading Chris Franchetti
Michaels 2011-06-20 You've probably
coveted jewelry you've seen in artsy
boutiques and fashion magazines or
envied friends who have the perfect
bling to accent everything. With this
book, you'll learn to craft designs
that are chic but inexpensive. With
hundreds of detailed photos, this
book covers tools and supplies, bead
stringing and weaving, wire wrapping,
and more. Terrific projects will get
you started and inspire you to create
your own jewelry and beadwork
designs. Concise two-page lessons
show you all the steps to a skill and
are ideal for quick review Each skill
or technique is defined and described
Detailed color photos demonstrate
each step Step-by-step instructions
accompany each photo Helpful tips
provide additional guidance
Easy Crystal Stitching, Sophisticated
Jewelry Nikia Angel 2012-12-04 In
Easy Crystal Stitching, Sophisticated
Jewelry, Nikia Angel uses several
basic designs to create complex
jewelry. Beaders stitch individual
elements, such as circles, squares,
or triangles that are not hard to
make or require much time, and use
them as building blocks to construct
intricate and sophisticated-looking
finished jewelry. Beaders will also
learn how to stitch a bezel for a
rivoli, create a bail for pendants,
make a spiral rope, and stitch a
toggle clasp. Stitching these
circles, squares, and triangles
together into necklaces, bracelets,
earrings, and rings transforms small
components into stunning
showstoppers!
Stitch Workshop: Peyote Stitch
Editors of Bead&Button Magazine
2012-08-29 This book is the first in
our Stitch Workshop series. This book
will concentrate solely on peyote
stitch, explaining the basics of that
stitch in detail and supplying plenty
of projects for beaders to practice
with. With 28 peyote stitch projects
organized from beginner to advanced,
this book has a wide audience for
those who are just learning the
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stitch and those who are looking for
more project ideas. All of the
projects in this book are from
Bead&Button magazine.
Your Seed Bead Style Editors of
Bead&Button Magazine 2012-08-29
Variety is the name of the game in
Your Seed Bead Style! From the pages
of Bead&Button magazine, the 27
projects in this book will show you
how to incorporate interesting
materials into your seed bead
jewelry. Your Seed Bead Style is
organized by material and features a
variety of techniques and stitches
including peyote, herringbone, square
stitch, bead embroidery, tatting,
right-angle weave, and more. Take
your jewelry to the next level and
let your creativity flow!
Bead Tube Jewelry Nancy Zellers
2011-02-01 Artist and author Nancy
Zellers takes it to the limit with
this utterly original bead tube book.
Using a simple peyote or brickstitched tube, the author shows how
to create more than 30 projects
ranging in style from elegant to
funky, and with colors spanning from
subtle to brilliant, all from tiny,
colorful, easy-to-find seed beads.
Readers are able to see how changing
colors and designs create new and
exciting beaded beads. Also, a range
of bracelets, earrings, and necklaces
will delight the aspiring artist.
Crystalline Heart Pendant Beading &
Jewelry Making Tutorial Series I60
Sky Aldovino 2016-06-11 Happy
Valentine's Day! I'm sure even if
it's not Valentine's you will love to
wear this beaded heart pendant.
Created using Right Angle Weave,
learn to make an open beaded heart,
but let's put a twist to its design
and embellish the center with
crystal. The crystal is bezeled using
Peyote Stitch and Right Angle Weave,
and circling the crystal are white
pearls. You have the option to attach
the crystal on both sides of the
heart so however the pendant dangles,
the crystal will show. Skill Level:
Intermediate to Advance One must know
Right Angle Weave and Peyote Stitch
in order to follow the tutorial. The
tutorial is written with instructions
and ultra-clear, close-up photos and
diagrams at each step. Additionally,
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you can ask me questions you have on
the tutorial. No more getting stuck
and frustrated on a confusing or just
plain inaccurate pattern. If you
followed this tutorial and then sell
the accessory or jewelry, please give
credit to the author or DIY Beading
Club.com
Seed Bead Stitching Beth Stone
2013-03-21 Step-by-step photographs
and illustrations guide readers
through the basics of classic
stitches and playful variations.
Includes an introduction to the
basics of beads, threads, and beadstitching techniques.
Marcia DeCoster's Beaded Opulence
Marcia DeCoster 2009 "Right angle
weave is an essential, versatile
stitch for creating fantastic
beadwork. In Marcia Decoster's Beaded
Opulence--the latest entry in Lark
Books' Beadweaving Master Class
series--the popular beading teacher
presents more than 20 magnificent
contemporary jewelry projects to make
with right angle weave. From the
elegant Etruscan Treasure necklace to
the sophisticated Fanfare bracelet,
Marcia's skill-building projects will
teach you how to create supple beaded
fabric, beaded ropes, shaped curves,
and embellished layers. Complete with
an inspiring gallery of right angle
weave work, this beautifully
photographed book will enable you to
make spectaular piecs of eye-catching
complexity and depth"--Back cover.
Discover Beading 2006 Offers step-bystep instructions for more than
thirty jewelry projects and includes
a review of techniques for stringing
and wirework.
Ebony & Ivory Bracelet Beading &
Jewelry Making Tutorial Series I52
Sky Aldovino 2016-05-22 Weaving with
shaped beads and 2-holed beads is
fun. You can form them into different
shapes, such as diamonds like what we
showed in this tutorial. Using
Herringbone Stitch you can weave
brick beads and create a diamond
shape. Since the center of the
diamond is flat, it is a nice base
for embellishments and layering.
Consider one diamond as a component
that you can also use as earrings.
Black and white is a matching color.
Add a dash of bronze to give your
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Ebony & Ivory bracelet a flare. The
tutorial is catered for intermediate
to advance students. One must have
basic knowledge in Herringbone, Right
Angle Weave, Ladder and Peyote Stitch
to easily follow the tutorial. It has
in-depth instructions and ultra-clear
diagrams at each step. Additionally,
you can ask me question you have on
the tutorial. No more getting stuck
and frustrated on a confusing or just
plain inaccurate pattern.
Beautiful Designs with SuperDuos and
Twin Beads Carolyn Cave 2014-12-16
Carolyn Cave offers jewelry makers
over 25 creative stitched projects
that showcase twin beads. With many
different stitches, stitchers will be
able to choose their favorite
techniques and then focus is on the
end result: beautiful, wearable
pieces. In addition to the twin
beads, Carolyn also mixes in other
beads and materials for truly
creative results. There is also a
wide variety of projects stitchers
will make including bracelets, rings,
earrings, ropes, and pendants. For
bead stitchers who are looking for
projects using the latest bead
shapes, this book with it's focus on
SuperDuos and twin beads, hits the
spot.
The Art & Elegance of Beadweaving
Carol Wilcox Wells 2003 “Elegant
contemporary jewelry....What artistauthor Wells and her 30 colleagues
conjure up in more than 30 bracelets,
earrings, and necklaces is nothing
short of breathtaking. All the
projects can be readily mastered by
beginners....One hundred percent of
the fundamentals, from graphic
illustrations and charts to
accompanying text and great color
photographs.” —Booklist.
The Absolute Beginners Guide:
Stitching Beaded Jewelry Lesley Weiss
2012-07-16 The Absolute Beginners
Guide: Stitching Beaded Jewelry is
the introduction to bead stitching.
This book helps beginners to have a
successful start in stitching by
answering questions like “What are
the must-have supplies and tools?”
and “How do I set up my workspace?”
The projects introduce basic stitches
starting with the easiest, such as
cross-weave and right-angle weave,
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and moving into other more
challenging techniques. Your
confidence and skill set will grow as
you work through the book, one
project at a time.
Creative Beading Vol. 9 2014-09-02
Creative Beading Vol. 9 is a yearbook
of projects from Bead&Button
magazine. With a thorough basics
section and helpful tips for readers,
the book also includes over 75
editor-tested projects from the
magazine. Inspiring and easy to
follow, Creative Beading Vol. 9 is
divided into sections, with projects
grouped by technique (single-stitch,
multiple-technique, and other
techniques). Included is a range of
stitching, stringing, wirework, and
embroidery projects, plus bead
crochet and kumihimo. Readers will
also learn about the latest bead
shapes and other rising trends in the
beading world.
Dazzling Beaded Jewelry Jackie Guerra
2006 Beaded jewelry is taking the
craft world by storm--and so is
Jackie Guerra. She makes the art of
creating fun and easy. With her help,
plus these amazingly simple
techniques, anyone can achieve
attractive results quickly. So get
out that spool of wire, and start
mastering such basic skills as
stringing and weaving: there’s
nothing complicated at all, so even
beginners can make the 50 fabulous
designer projects. Each item
showcases a particular style or
technique, and originally made its
debut on DIY Network’s Jewelry Making
show. From necklaces and chokers to
bracelets and earrings, there’s a
treasure trove on these splendidly
illustrated pages, which guide the
crafter carefully through the
process. Tips for customizing and
adapting the designs are included.
Jackie Guerra is well known as an
actress, stand-up comic, and
motivational speaker. Her acting
credits include an ongoing role on
the drama American Family, a sitcom
series on the WB network, and roles
in major motion pictures with Woody
Allen and Jennifer Lopez. In addition
to hosting DIY’s Jewelry Making,
Jackie also hosts the Style Network
show You’re Invited. She is very
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active in political issues in the
Latino community.
Two Stitches Rachel Nelson-Smith
2015-10-20 Right angle weave and
peyote: these are the two immensely
popular stitches that beadweaving
master Rachel Nelson-Smith turns into
gorgeous bracelets, necklaces, and
earrings. Meant for intermediate- to
advanced-level beaders, and featuring
detailed illustrations that
illuminate Nelson-Smith's
construction, her 23 projects dazzle
and inspire. Make a City Beads
Bracelet, a rainbow-hued Voldekol
Necklace, Nartri Earrings, and other
jewelry.
Rachel Nelson-Smith's Bead Riffs
Rachel Nelson-Smith 2011 The Master
beader and author of Seed Bead Fusion
explains her jazz-inspired personal
techniques for stitches like the
right-angle weave and the tubular
peyote stitch and provides projects
for intermediate beaders including a
necklace and stackable rings. 12,000
first printing.
Best of Bead and Button: Beadwoven
Jewelry Editors of Bead&Button
Magazine 2012-08-29 Get 30+
outstanding stitched-bead projects
from the past 11 years of Bead&Button
magazine. Easy-to-follow, step-bystep descriptive text with color
illustrations and photos make getting
started a snap. Whether you’re an
experienced beader or just starting
out, you’ll love these unique pieces,
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made with netting, peyote stitch,
loom-weaving, and other beading
techniques. 96 pages; 250 color
photos.
Beadwork inspired by art: Art Nouveau
jewelry and accessories 2008
Mastering Peyote Stitch Melinda Barta
2012-12-11 With interest in
beadweaving on the rise, Mastering
Peyote Stitch provides a much-needed
look into the most integral
technique--peyote stitch. With 15
styles in all, beading geniuses will
finally have an accessible, easy-tounderstand guide to one of the
fundamentals of beadweaving, brought
to you courtesy of Beadwork Editor
Melinda Barta. In the "Peyote Basics"
chapter, you will learn the basics of
creating flat peyote bands, then
advance to circular and tubular
variations, eventually learning to
fashion dimensional jewelry pieces.
Once you've mastered the basics,
Melinda dives into designing
dimensional jewelry pieces.
Additional chapters cover combining
peyote with other popular beadweaving
techniques (right-angle weave,
herringbone, and bead embroidery) and
creating unique edgings and
embellishments for finished pieces.
Melinda, together with Beadwork's
Designers of the Year, including Jean
Campbell, Lisa Kan, Carole Ohl,
Melanie Potter, Jean Power, Cynthia
Rutledge, and Sherry Serafini,
demonstrates a range of styles in 15
beautiful jewelry projects.
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